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Vitals
Website

♦ www.apeel.com

Social Media

♦ LinkedIn

♦ Instagram

♦ YouTube

♦ Twitter

♦ Facebook

Founded: 2012

Employees: ~500 worldwide

Strategic Snapshot
The current food supply chain is in trouble: It’s
centralized, static, and unable to keep pace as the
global population grows. We will need 56% more
food to feed the world by 2050, and yet 45% of
fruits and vegetables grown today are lost to
waste. It’s not a food shortage problem as much
as it is a food waste problem.

Instead of trying to repair or rebuild parts of the
existing food supply chain, the entire system
needs to be reimagined. It’s the only way for the
system to deliver the food everyone needs to live.

But where other people are talking about the
problem, Apeel already has part of the solution.
It’s starting by making better quality, more
sustainable, and longer-lasting produce a
reality—creating value throughout the supply
chain and a more abundant future for us all.

Inspired by nature’s own preservation system,
Apeel has innovated an invisible plant-based
protection that slows down the rate of spoilage for
fruits and vegetables—all to eliminate food waste
and feed a growing population.

And while they start with food waste and feeding
the planet, Apeel’s products have an astounding
ripple effect: saving water, reducing energy use,
keeping plastic out of our oceans, and leaving the
world in a better place.

Key Facts + Financials

♦ Dream team:
The founders are true visionaries who want
to change the flow of the global food supply
for good—helping the environment in the
process.

♦ $650M invested by major philanthropies:
Backers include Andreessen Horowitz, the
Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, and The
Rockefeller Foundation.

♦ Global impact & traction:
Apeel products are currently in over 12,000
stores in Europe and 3,000 in the U.S.; they
are projecting nearly $6 billion in annual
revenue over the next few years, with
potential to realize $551 million in the existing
network alone.

♦ Poised to scale world-changing solutions:
Fully funded, Apeel is rapidly growing
operations from R&D to productization and
commercialization.

♦ A mission backed by tech:
Apeel turns produce into data to quantify its
impact and perfect its products–benefitting all
members of the supply chain.

Position Location: A hybrid workplace
opportunity w/ periodic time @ HQ near Santa
Barbara

Compensation: Apeel offers a competitive base
salary, incentive bonus, and stock options
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Apeel Sciences
Background
The founders of Apeel built the company on the belief
that a living supply chain–one that prioritizes people,
natural resources, and the interactions between
them–could secure the future of food. And they
understood that the living supply chain needed to be
built now.

The existing transportation and distribution systems
for food treated produce like a non-perishable product. But carrots aren’t the same as coal–fruits and
vegetables are living things that operate on nature’s timeline. The short lifespan of fresh produce makes
it difficult for them to be harvested, transported, sold, and eaten while they’re at peak freshness. If that
brief window is missed, it leads to food waste from growers, consumers, and retailers. So Apeel’s
founders began rethinking how the chains in the system were linked, and what happens as perishable
food moves from field to fork, knowing that fixing the system could achieve equitable food distribution
and nutrition security.

“We can enable suppliers, sellers, policy makers, and consumers to see
themselves as links in the chain; as part of a living system that can be

optimized once the full view comes into focus. We need all stakeholders to
recognize and participate in the living supply chain that connects us all.”

– James Rogers, PhD, CEO of Apeel
Founded in 2012 with a grant from the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, Apeel Sciences began working
toward this mission by taking cues from nature and developing a natural, edible coating that extends
the shelf-life of fruits and veggies. By reducing food waste, this product gave the food system some of
the slack it needed to be successful. With this innovative approach, Apeel has developed products for
dozens of USDA Organic Certified and conventional produce categories, working with partners ranging
from small family-owned farmers and local organic growers to the world’s largest food brands, including
Del Monte and Nature’s Pride.

STRENGTHENING A TENUOUS SUPPLY CHAIN Many supply chains are backed up right now,
especially in the grocery industry, which has the added challenge of sourcing, transporting, storing, and
selling perishable goods like fresh produce. There is a clear lack of efficiency in the supply chain—one
that eventually contributes to increased waste and loss of revenue. By extending the lifespan of popular
produce like limes and mangos, Apeel helps create more flexibility and strength in the supply chain.

MORE SATISFIED CUSTOMERS In a perfect world, customers could buy fresh, high-quality produce
in bulk—something that doesn’t happen often now due to the risk of the produce spoiling before it can
be eaten. By helping fresh produce last longer, Apeel creates more satisfied shoppers who actually
enjoy the food they buy at the exact moment when they want to eat it, whether it’s avocados for the
perfect guac or apples for a pie.

PRIORITIZING TRANSPARENCY Believing that people should know what they are putting in their
bodies, all Apeel treated produce is labeled that way. The labels ensure that consumers know when
they pick up an Apeel-branded fruit or vegetable, they are selecting the freshest, most nutritious, and
most environmentally friendly option in the store.
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KEY PARTNERSHIPS Food service providers and grocery stores are able to get a competitive edge
with Apeel, making for a better customer experience by offering high-quality produce at the point of
sale. This allows partners to set themselves apart from the competition, grow sales, and build loyalty.

Industry Snapshot
According to the United Nations, 17% of total global food production goes to waste—which, the UN’s
Environment Program reports, contributes up to 10% of global greenhouse gas emissions. Not only
that, but 14% of food production is lost between harvest and retail; that doesn’t even include food that
goes to waste once it reaches the grocery store or people’s homes.

This has huge implications for the environment as well as the global population. Apeel is dedicated to
extending the lifespan of fresh produce so that it stays edible much longer, allowing for more time
across transportation and retail while still giving customers time to enjoy it before it begins to go bad.
There’s also potential for new products, such as apps and partner collaborations.

Apeel is going above and beyond by establishing high standards for certifications on a global
scale—amid regulators reluctant to allow new additives without proven efficacy. This high bar on
performance can discourage newcomers, giving Apeel a long-term competitive advantage.

A Closer Look
Where most people saw an apple, Apeel saw a database, with millions of years of info that could be
used for good. Inspired by nature’s own methods of preservation (how does a lemon last longer than a
strawberry?), Apeel made it their mission to build an organic, plant-based, natural, and edible barrier
that could be applied to fruits and vegetables and slow down the rate of spoilage while also requiring
less refrigeration.

“Apeel isn’t inventing a newfangled substance. It's using the plant
kingdom’s own evolved defense against our trifecta of maladies.”

–Matt Simon, Wired

Apeel’s data and technology make it possible to quantify the sustainability advantage of partnering with
the company, improve its products, and offer new solutions to partners.

● UNIQUE INSIGHT AND EXECUTION FOR PARTNERS One case study: Target challenged
Apeel to explain why they didn’t have a waste problem. The answer? Because they were selling
unripe produce. When Apeel introduced longer-lasting avocados to Target and updated ripening

specifications so they were in ready-to-eat condition at point
of purchase, sales spiked.

● LIFECYCLE ASSESSMENT Nothing is perfect, which
is why constant review and improvement is a cornerstone of
Apeel’s process. Apeel works with a third-party review tool to
holistically measure the environmental benefits so partners,
from retailers to packinghouses, can quantify their impact.

● DATA-DRIVEN INSIGHT Apeel's Holdback program
allows it to compare treated and untreated produce on a
variety of metrics, such as shelf life, water loss and firmness,
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IBrIpmCuoXU
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appearance, and even performance impact with sales. Apeel is able to use this data to calculate
adjustments accordingly for the best possible experience—and influence customer decisions.

● TWO-SIDED INCENTIVES Apeel kick-starts a cycle of good: Buyers agree to pay a premium
fee for Apeel programs and issue purchase orders to suppliers in the Apeel network—which
Apeel then incentivizes to expand Apeel programs with existing and new buyers.

● THE NEXT INNOVATIONS Apeel is now deploying additional technology that uses plant-based
components to defend the plant’s immune system. They are also using advanced imaging and
spectrometry to see the state of ripeness in fruits and vegetables, creating the potential to
upend how food supply chains operate. In the future, fruit that’s close to maturity can be shipped
to local stores while those with more time until ripeness can be sent to markets further away.

The Bottom Line
● Make a meaningful impact. By working “from growers to grocer” to make the global food

supply chain more efficient, Apeel minimizes food waste and ensures that an increasingly
food-insecure world is fed, avoiding a mismatch in
supply and demand. Apeel knows that solutions exist
to build the food system we need, but for their
disruptive solutions to work, they can’t just be
jammed into a broken system. Their real mission: To
change the rules of the game.

● Quantifying success. Doing your part for the planet
is that much more gratifying when you can quantify
the impact you have. That’s the thinking behind much
of Apeel’s tech, which allows partners to see how
they’re reducing waste and helps Apeel create
improvements on products and workflows as the
company expands.

● Imagining future tech. Taking data and sharing it
back to consumers and retailers allows them to
create informed decisions about their produce and
shopping decisions. Data is also used to partner with
third-party services like Instacart, telling consumers
when produce will be ripe with a quick
scan—something that carries potential for a
consumer app.

Apeel Sciences Leadership
James Rogers, Founder and CEO

James Rogers, PhD, is Founder and CEO of Apeel Sciences, a company fighting
the global food waste crisis by utilizing advances in materials science to prevent
waste in the first place—a sustainable approach to the world’s growing food
demands. Dr. Rogers leads corporate strategy and Apeel’s team of award-winning
scientists in developing plant-derived technologies that keep fruits and vegetables
fresh longer so less is wasted. Dr. Rogers received dual undergraduate degrees
from Carnegie Mellon University in Materials Science & Engineering and
Biomedical Engineering and his PhD in Materials from the University of California,
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Santa Barbara. Dr. Rogers was the 2012 recipient of the Frank J. Padden Jr. Award in polymer physics,
the premier polymer physics prize in the United States.

Bill Strong, CFO

Megan Opp, CPO

Geoff Brown, Chief of Staff

Jason DeTurris, SVP, Marketing

Erich Klawuhn, SVP,
GM  - Tropicals

Lou Perez (co-founder), SVP,
GM - New Product Introduction

Adrian Cox, VP, GM - Citrus

Randall DuBois, Director,
GM - Tree Fruit

Jordan Hudson, SVP, Strategy

Jenny Du (co-founder), SVP,
Special Projects

Matt Kahlscheuer, Sr. Director,
Apeel Labs

Dave Giannini, Director of
Software Engineering 

==============================================================================

Position Description

Head of Technology Products
Insights About This Role

Apeel is on a mission to leave the world a better place, and for
someone who wants their career to have a real-world impact, this is a can’t-pass-up opportunity. The
company is at a turning point in its development as a global innovator in the fight to prevent food waste
and feed the planet. It has proven value in its existing products and partnerships—leading to a stockpile
of capital and enthusiastic investor backing—and still has potential to grow. While establishing and
perfecting its coating technology, Apeel has also been amassing a huge amount of data sourced from
40 nodes across three continents. This gives them the unique ability to predict produce outcomes and
quality. They are ready for a Head of Technology Products who can serve as an architect, thinking
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through all the opportunities and using that data to create a new living supply chain that solves real
problems.

The Head of Technology Products will maximize tech solutions by leveraging the data collected from a
given fruit or vegetable to inform new products and innovations, with the potential to extend that
solution into the supply chain. In taking that data and sharing it back with consumers and retailers
through new products, Apeel’s technologies will allow customers to create informed decisions about
their produce and how they spend their money.

The right person will have the imagination and creative sensibility to ideate, build, and implement
ground-breaking ideas as well as the experience and pragmatism to balance the optimistic, dream-big
attitude of the team. This is not a role for someone who builds what they’re told to build–it’s for
someone with the confidence to say what products should be put on the roadmap. Ideally, the Head of
Technology Products will have experience in areas such as retail, food, or supply chain management so
that they can help the team understand what new products can be built and commercialized without a
long on-ramp. Experience at a start-up working with hands-on founders is a plus.

This is a true team environment. The Head of Technology Products will closely collaborate and partner
with CEO and founder James Rogers as well as co-founders Louis Perez, who oversees New Product
Innovation, and Jenny Du, VP of operations, to lead, strategize, and execute technology product
development. The Head of Technology Products will also work closely with general managers for each
produce category and new product introductions team. In this market-facing role, the Head of
Technology Products will help Apeel achieve the huge value that the company and its investors believe
in—all while changing the world for the better.

Charter for the Head of Technology Products

● Build a product roadmap and execute it accordingly. Determine how to use the existing
infrastructure to amplify direct consumer engagement with Apeel’s products. Drive the strategy
and direction of the products through the organization of data and with the input of the key
stakeholders, both internal and external—all with the overarching mission of streamlining and
optimizing the supply chain for real-world impact.

● Spearhead the ideation, development, and execution of data-driven products and tools.
Maximize data to promote business outcomes by developing the tools that will allow retailers
and partners to make the most informed decisions. Envision and execute the potential for use in
a consumer-facing way—for instance, a branded platform that can scan an avocado from a
supermarket and will tell you (or a third-party service) when it will be ready to eat.

● Serve as a visionary that works internally and externally. Have the experience and ability to
both identify and address software needs across business units (with direction coming from
GMs of produce category business units), but also capable of leading a team with a commercial
outcome attached to it in partnership with the CEO.

● Oversee a multi-functional organization that will grow rapidly
o Direct reports

▪ Software Engineering

● One team leader
● 18 hardware and software engineers, inclusive of one software PM

Contact Jason Navarro (650) 799-6816  jason@jjaventuresearch.com
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o Comprised of employees and consultants
o Located across HQ, US, and global

▪ Business Systems

● Four team members
● Owns Oracle, Workday, and other business systems
● Currently sits under CFO, will transition to Head of Technology Products

▪ Corporate IT

● One Senior Director leader
● Five team members

o Three CIS admins and two help desk associates
● Currently sits under CFO Bill Strong, will transition to Head of Technology

Products
o Potential for oversight over future teams

▪ Data science team that currently sits under the NPI team has a lot of horsepower,

but it’s data science (e.g., algorithms that work with apps) for food science,
perishability, etc. rather than data analysis

Responsibilities and Deliverables

● Oversee collection and organization data, then apply it to inform new applications to
improve retailer and customer experiences and streamline the supply chain.

● Oversee software engineering on both the front-end and back-end, with a deep
understanding of both software and hardware.

● Oversee both B2B and B2C products, with an understanding of customer behavior and
market familiarity.

● Manage a technical team while serving as the bridge between the vision of the commercial
outcomes, which drive the core business, and the other possibilities that can be developed for
future revenue and growth.

● Collaborate with external partners, including retailers and third-party apps like Instacart, to
use technology to their advantage and create new revenue streams.

● Garner inspiration from founders’ visions while offering new insights to benefit the
long-term future of the company.

● Balance big ideas and ambitious thinking with the on-the-ground reality of building a product,
particularly within a certain timeframe.

● Ensure an efficient, accurate, front-end and back-end that account for the potential for new
innovations and data applications.

● Serve as an autonomous thought partner who can talk through techniques and be part of a
commercial discussion of innovation partnerships.

Critical Selection Criteria  

Contact Jason Navarro (650) 799-6816  jason@jjaventuresearch.com
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● Domain expertise in physical goods where supply chains are critical and massive data sets
were leveraged through Machine Learning/Data Science

● Relevant sector/market experience from innovative companies in one or more of these
spaces: consumer (CPG/FMCG/F&B/similar industries), retail (eCommerce
platforms/marketplaces), hardware/device, supply chain automation/resiliency/planning

● A product road map all star who has conceptualized, defined, driven the development of, and
shipped commercially successful technology products; someone who has synthesized inputs
from multiple sources (internal teams, customers, partners, vendors/service providers),
determined priorities, articulated and delivered longer term product vision and strategy down to
the execution/release schedules

● Strong technology DNA and fluent in modern product development methodologies (Agile,
Scrum, Kanban, DevOps, etc.), someone who is current on the tech space and technical in
nature

● A leader, partner, and coalition builder who is a senior, strategic leader with executive
presence and gravitas; someone who has had a seat at the table of a senior leadership team, is
highly effective in cross-functional roles, and has a reputation for getting alignment on vision and
roadmap among key stakeholders while balancing revenue/business objectives

● A quick study and bias toward action, with a proven ability to swiftly assess platforms,
systems, processes, and problems; able to edit in the lens of productizing commercial solutions
then iterate (test and learn) with speed to market

● An innovative mind with a track record of not just solving problems, but bringing a vision for
applying new technologies and methodologies to find commercial opportunities in the market

● A passion for the Apeel mission of creating a living supply chain to keep the world fed
 

Personality & Cultural Fit

● Curious and humble enough to know that they
don’t have all the answers

● Self-starter willing to spend time with the problem,
persistent enough to see it through

● Accountability, with the willingness to own the
outcomes and care about them

● Finds meaning in the mission and excited to
solve the problems the world is facing

● The willingness and enthusiasm to collaborate
with others, yet independent

● Ability to make big decisions while trusting in their
choice; someone who doesn’t want to be told what
to build and instead can handle setting the course
themselves
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● Intrinsic motivation to find a better way to go about doing things, with the ability to see the
room for improvement and areas to grow

● Comfort with a blank canvas, a love of taking a sophisticated set of components,
technologies, and datasets and turning them into something incredible

# # # # #
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